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“Arise, my love, my beautiful one, and 
come away. O my dove, in the clefts of 
the rock, in the crannies of the cliff, let 
me see your face, let me hear your voice.” 

    Song      of      Solomon          2:13-14

Brent & Janis Sharpe

“Love must be sincere. Hate what is evil; cling 
to what is good. Be devoted to one another in 
love. Honor one another above yourselves.” 

  Romans 12:9-10
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The Care & Feeding
of Your Marriage
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The Magic 4%

Emotionally Intelligent Marriages: What can make a marriage work is surprisingly 
simple. Happily married couples aren’t smarter, richer, or more psychologically 
astute than others. But in their day-to-day lives, they have hit upon a dynamic that 
keeps their negative thoughts and feelings about each other (which all couples 
have) from overwhelming their positive ones. - John Gottman

The Magic 4% of your week (7 hours):

I. Partings:
{2 min. per day} x {5 working days} = 10 min.

Action Step: 
Ask your partner one thing they are facing for the day before the day begins.

II. Love Nuggets:
{2 min. - 15 min. per day} Average = 30 min.

• Love Bank
• Love Languages

1. Quality Time
2. Small Gifts
3. Words of Affirmation
4. Acts of Service
5. Physical Touch

Action Step: Do one love nugget per day.
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Couch Time

III. Reunions:
{20 min. a day} x {5 days} = 1 hour 40 minutes.

1. Take turns
2. Don’t give unsolicited advice & validate their emotions
3. Show genuine interest & affection
4. Take your spouse’s side (it's us against the world) 

Action Step: 
Couch Time each night

IV. Admiration and Appreciation:
{5 min. a day} x {7 days}  = 35 min.

Find some way every day to communicate genuine affection and appreciation 
toward your spouse.

Action Step: 
Affirm your spouse daily

V. Affection:
{5 min. a day} x {7 days} = 35 min.

Action Step: 
Show daily affection.

VI. Date Night:
2-5 hours  Average 3.5 hours

Action Step: 
Make a list of your top ten date night ideas... Put together a plan... Start.



Love Nuggets

1. Practical - they need to be behaviorally specific and your partner already
has the ability to do these, it only requires their decision.

2. Positive - do not put things you want them to stop doing, no negatives,
positive behaviors only.

3. Personal - these behaviors are directed toward you personally.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

***See attached ‘Love Nugget Ideas’ for inspiration.
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Simple ideas that show me love: Practical, Positive, and Personal.

1. Write me a love note and leave it for me.
2. Go for a walk with me.
3. Choose a romantic/action adventure movie and watch it with me.
4. Bring me coffee or juice in bed.
5. Bring the paper to me.
6. Rub my back (with no strings attached).
7. Pull the sports page out and set it on the breakfast table for me.
8. Prepare a bubble bath for me.
9. Set up a surprise morning of golf with my friends.
10. Surprise me with a cup of tea when I am working at night.
11. Put my towel in the dryer to warm while I am in the shower.
12. Buy my favorite coffee for me.
13. Play a board game with me.
14.Get me a single rose or grocery store bouquet.
15. Rub my back (with strings attached).
16. Drop by my office with my favorite specialty drink.
17. Make me my favorite snack while I am watching sports.
18. Iron my shirt for me in the morning.
19. Make my favorite meal or dessert for me.
20.  Bring me a big glass of lemonade while I am working in the yard.
21. Pick out some simple jewelry and surprise me with it.
22.Mail me a love letter.
23. E-mail/Text me and tell me why you love me.
24. Tell me I look nice and you are attracted to me.
25. Encourage me to have a guy’s movie night out. 

Love Nugget Ideas
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Sender

Receiver

What I believe to be true about _________________________________.

1. Circle all of the words or phrases you believe to be true about your spouse from
the next page

2. Write the top five words or phrases you think best describe your spouse in the
space below.

3. Share your top five answers with your spouse, reinforcing your affirmations with
examples of encouragement and appreciation whenever possible.

4. When you are on the receiving end, listen without comment.
5. After you are affirmed, tell your spouse how this experience made you feel.

Top Five

Qualities I see in you:

1. ______________________________________

2. ______________________________________

3. ______________________________________

4. ______________________________________

5. ______________________________________
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Affirming My Spouse



Factual
Faithful
Festive

Firm
Flexible
Focused

Fun-loving
Future-thinking

Generous
Gentle

Genuine
Gifted
Giving

Goal-driven
Good

Gracious
Gregarious

Group-oriented
Gutsy

Helpful
Holistic
Honest

Honorable
Humble

Humorous
Imaginative
Industrious
Influential
Ingenious
Initiating

Inquisitive
Insightful
Intelligent
In-touch
Inventive
Inspiring

Joyful
Knowledgeable

Kind
Listening

Loving
Loyal

Leading
Meek

Mentoring

Accepting
Adaptable

Administrative
Adventurous

Affirming
Analytical

Artistic
Assertive
Authentic

Authoritative
Benevolent 

Bold
Called
Can-do
Careful
Caring

Catalytic
Change-oriented

Charismatic
Comforting
Committed

Communicative
Compassionate

Concerned
Connected

Conscientious
Courageous

Creative
Credible
Decisive

Deliberate
Dependable

Destined
Detail-oriented

Determined
Discerning
Disciplined

Encouraging
Energetic

Enterprising
Entrepreneurial

Even-keeled
Exciting

Exemplary
Experienced

Merciful
Motivated
Motivating

Musical 
Mature

Nurturing
Optimistic

Orderly
Organized

Original
Observant
Passionate

Patient
Peacemaking

Persistent
Persuasive
Pioneering

Poetic
Polished
Positive

Powerful
Practical
Precise

Predictable
Principled
Promotes
Protector

Purposeful
Rational

Relational
Relevant

Respectful
Risk-taking
Sacrificial
Scheduled
Scholastic

Secure
Selfless

Self-controlled
Sensitive

Service-oriented
Sympathetic

Spiritual
Spontaneous

Stable

Steady
Strong 

Trustworthy
Taking-charge

Talented
Teachable
Teaching

Thoughtful
Tolerant

Vulnerable
Very verbal
Visionary
Vivacious
Watchful
Wealthy

Welcoming 
Wild-at-heart

Winsome
Wise

Zestful
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Date Night Guidelines
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1. Decide to make it a priority

2. Schedule a consistent time

3. Focus is on fun!

4. Alternate planning

5. Just for the two of you

6. Agree on a budget 



Top Ten
Date Night Ideas

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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1. Take a long walk while holding

hands.

2. Take a frisbee to the park.

3. Picnic lunch at the park.

4. Sketch your dream house floor

plan on the back of a restaurant

placemat.

5. Buy a travel guide and read about

exotic places to travel.

6. Create your own special holiday.

7. Go to a play together.

8. Build a fire in the fireplace and

finish the line, “Sunday I want to. . .“

9. Have a Coke date or share a

milkshake.

10. Take a long drive in the country.

11. Get away for the weekend.

12. Driving around your favorite parts

of town and look at houses you like.

13. Go to several open houses one

Sunday afternoon.

14. Go to the lake and sit and watch the

sunset.

15. Go to the place where you had your

first date.

16. Write each other love letters and

read them to each other.

17. Rent a tandem bike and go for a

long ride.

18. Go swimming later tonight.

19. Go antique hunting.

20. Attend a sporting event neither of

you have gone to before.

21. Rent and watch romantic videos

while cuddling.

22. Watch comedy reruns late at night

while eating popcorn.

23. Play a board game.

24. Go to an art museum.

25. Take a half-day hike.
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Date Night Ideas




